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1. Introduction

A well known theorem ([1] page 432) in the study of finite groups states
that if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of the finite group G, and if Po is a normal sub-
group of P such that whenever two elements, a and x, of P are conjugate in G,
the cosets aP0 and xP0 are conjugate in P/Po, then there is a normal subgroup
K of G such that G = KP and K n P = Po. In this note we will extend this
result to allow P to be any Hall subgroup if G is solvable. More precisely,
following theorem will be the proved.

THEOREM Let G be a finite solvable group, let H be a Hall subgroup of G
and let Ho be a normal subgroup of H such that whenever a and x are elements
of H with a conjugate to x in G, oH0 and rH0 are conjugate in HjH0. Then
there exists a normal subgroup K of G with G = KH and K(~\H = Ho.

When Ho is the trivial subgroup we get the following special case.

COROLLARY 1. If G is a finite solvable group and H is a Hall subgroup of
G such that for a,xeH, a is conjugate to x in G if, and only if, a is conjugate
to x in H, then H has a normal complement in G.

The following result is a direct consequence of Corollary 1.

COROLLARY 2. If H is a finite solvable group and a is an automorphism
of H of order a prime p which preserves conjugacy classes in H, then p \H\

The converse of the theorem is, of course, also true and easily seen under
more general hypotheses. If H is any subgroup of G, if K<\G, G = KH, and
Ho = K C\H, then oH0 and xH0 are H/H0-conjugate whenever a and x are
G-conjugate.

Corollary 1 and a fortiori the theorem are false if the assumption of solva-
bility is omitted. This is easily seen by examination of the symmetric group on
p — l letters, S p _ l 5 as a subgroup of Sp, where p is any prime greater than 3.
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Any two elements of Sp_! that are conjugate in Sp are already conjugate in Sp_t,
but Sp has no normal p-subgroups. These are the only counterexamples known
to the author.

The notation in the paper is standard. The expression a ~ G x means that
there is an element p in G such that p~1cp = x. OP(G) is the maximal normal
p-subgroup of G, and OPtP>{G) is the inverse image in G of the maximal p '-sub-
group of GIOP(G). The author would like to thank Professor E. C. Dade for
stimulating interest in the question.

2. Proof of the Theorem

The proof of the theorem will be carried out by induction on the order of G.
If G is a minimal counterexample, then [G:H] is a power of a prime q. For by
looking at a Sylow system for G that contains a Sylow system for H, one can
find Sylow subgroups Qu •••,Qk such that QtH is a subgroup of G properly con-
taining H for all i. If H normalizes Qfl0 for each i, then Qx ••• QkH0 is the re-
quired normal subgroup and G is not a counterexample. Hence there must be
a Sylow (^-subgroup Qt such that H does not normalize QtH0 but QtH is a sub-
group. Then QtH is a smaller counterexample, since the conjugation properly
is inherited by all subgroups of G containing H. From now on, we assume that
[G:H] = q" and Q is a Sylow g-subgroup of G.

Suppose that Ql = Oq{G) # 1. We shall show that G = G/Gl9 H = HQt/Qu

Ho = H0Q1IQ1 satisfy the hypotheses. Let rjur]2eH, % = ^Qt, i = 1,2. Then
>/j ~G>?2 implies that

Now if is a Sylow 7r-subgroup of HQt. Hence r\2a is HQj-conjugate to an element
rj3 of H. Since Qt acts trivially on H, t\2 ~ H r\3. Combining these facts we see
that r\1 ~at]2- By our assumptions on G, Vi#o ~n/Horl2^o a n d hence

Thus in G , there exists a normal subgroup Rsuch that RC\H = Ho, G = RH.
The inverse image K satisfies K (~\H = Ho, G = KH, contradicting our choice
of G. Thus from now on we may assume that Oq(G) = 1, and any minimal normal
subgroup of G lies in H.

Let Hi be any normal subgroup of G contained in H. Let

tiuti2eH, fji = rifli, i = 1,2,

and assume fJi~G/H, 'te- T h e n ^ 1 ~ c t]2t]3 where t]3eH1. By assumption

H/H0Ht

Therefore G//f t , /f/if x , and H0H1/H1 satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem
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and H/H0W1 has a normal complement in G/Hl, i.e., QHQH^ <J G for any normal
subgroup i/j of G contained in H.

Suppose now that H^ is chosen to be a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Then Hl n H0<i G. For H normalizes both Hl and Ho and G normalizes i / x .
If t]e//t n /f0 and aeG, then rj" = rjleH1. Then /;i /0 ~H/ffo »h#o by assump-
tion, but r\H0 = /fo• Thus r\veHQ, and G normalizes Hj O / / 0 . Since /f t is
minimal, H1nH0 = lorH1. But if .H^ £ H o , then from the preceding para-
graph QH0 is the required normal complement. Hence we may assume that
Ho n fl-j = 1 and that [H 0>#i] = 1.

Since H1<\ G, both Q and H act as automorphisms on Ht. H decomposes
Ht into //-conjugacy classes C1,C2,-,Ck. Q must preserve these conjugacy
classes. For if r\ e C; and <r e Q, then r\" = r\leHl. But //i /0 ~H/H0 ' / I ^ O implies
that rj ~Hrii since i / 0 n Hx = 1 and if0 centralizes if t . Therefore ri"eCt.
Since the g-orbits of each C; have length a power of q and their sum must be a
divisor of | H | , in each C, there must be an element centralized by Q. Hence
CBl(Q) * 1 • But

CHl(6) = KHoH.Q) n Hi

which is normal in G since Z^QH^Q) is characteristic in HQH&O G. By the
minimality of H j , we must have CHl(Q) = i / t . Suppose now that Oq(G/Hi) = 1.
Then G/^! must have a minimal normal subgroup H2HljHl contained in
H0H1/H1 since

The H2 is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime r, and Hi is an elementary
abelian />-group for a prime p. If p ^ r then H2 is characteristic in H2H1 and
hence normal in G. But the argument in the preceding paragraph rules out the
possibility of any subgroups of Ho being normal in G. On the other hand, if
p = r , then Q, a g-group with q # p, must normalize a complement to Hl

in i ^ ! ^ which we may assume to be H2 since any complement normalized by
Q must lie in Ho. But if rjeH, H\ £ Ho and Ho C\H1H2 = H2. Therefore H
normalizes / / 2 and again we have a normal subgroup of G contained in Ho.
Thus we conclude that Oq(G/Ht) ^ 1. But Oq(G/Hj) = QiHlIHi with (^ char-
acteristic in Q i ^ i * 3 G. This contradict OS(G) = 1, and we have completed the
proof.
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